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A
Abstract— Vid
deo-Mediated group commu
unication is q
quickly
m
moving from tthe office to the home, wheree network cond
ditions
m
might fluctuatte. If we are tto provide a software
s
comp
ponent
tthat can, in real-time, moonitor the Quality of Expeerience
((QoE), we woould have to carry out extensive experiiments
u
under differeent varying (but controollable) cond
ditions.
U
Unfortunately,, there are no tools availablee that provide us the
rrequired fined
d-grained level of control. Th
his paper repoorts on
oour efforts imp
plementing succh a testbed. The
T testbed provides
tthe experiment conductor fu
ull control overr the complete media
p
pipeline, and tthe possibility of modifying iin real-time neetwork
aand media conditions. Addiitionally, it haas facilities to easily
d
develop an exp
periment with
h custom layou
uts, task integrration,
aand assessmen
nt of subjectivve ratings throough questionn
naires.
W
We have alreaady used the teestbed in a num
mber of evaluaations,
rreported in this paper ffor discussingg the benefitss and
d
drawbacks of oour solution. T
The testbed havve been proven
n to be
a flexible and effective
e
canvaas for better un
nderstanding QoE
Q on
vvideo-mediated
d group comm
munication.

Figure 1 VCMC Cliient
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I.

b modeling tthe
Wee derived the following requirements, by
QoE
E influencing factors [2] annd through exteensive pre-triaals.
R1.. Direct real--time manipu
ulation of ap
pplication layyer
Q
QoS parameters [2]
Insttead of inndirect maniipulation thrrough netwoork
sim
mulators, this aapproach allow
ws abstractionn from a speciific
system
R2.. Monitoring of the application layer Q
QoS parameteers.
Thiis is necessaryy to ensure thaat parameters nnot under test are
stabble.
R3.. QoS param
meter manipu
ulation for eaach participaant
in
ndividually.
Thiis allows the investigation of asymmetriic scenarios aand
conntext.
R4.. Session rrecording ffrom each participan
nt’s
peerspective.
Thiis is necessaryy for a fine-graained post-studdy analysis.
R5.. Live mon
nitoring an
nd hideablle interactiion
caapabilities forr the experim
ment conductoor.
In order to enssure that thee study proggresses correcctly
monitoring and iinteracting aree necessary. T
To not influennce
parrticipants tmuust not be visible duriing the whole
expperiment proceess.
R6.. Optional: E
Experiment Prrogress integrration.

IN
NTRODUCTION
N

Video-meddiated commuunication servvices have moved
m
ffrom dedicated solutions, too rich media ccommunicationn over
aan open infrasstructure. The impact of theese asymmetriic and
ffluctuating coonditions on the QoE on the participaants is
ccurrently inveestigated by inddustry and acaademia [1]. Inn order
tto adequately address thesee issues, we need
n
a fine-grrained
uunderstandingg of what effeects different system param
meters
hhave. on the oongoing conveersation. Suchh knowledge ccan be
ggained througgh extensive user trials uunder diversee, but
ccontrolled, coonditions. Unffortunately, cuurrently there is no
ttool publicly aavailable that gives us the fflexibility andd level
oof control requuired for such studies. This ppaper reports oon the
V
Video-Mediatted Communiccation Testbedd (VMC-TB) w
which
iis designed for controlledd QoE studiies. The VM
MC-TB
ffeatures a mullti-party videoo-communicatiion client, shoown in
F
Figure 1, whiich gives the experiment
e
deesigner control over
tthe QoE influuencing factorrs. Additionallly, it has integgrated
ffeatures that assist with subjective aand objective QoE
m
measures, expperiment conduuction and posst-study analyysis. In
tthis paper we detail the reqquirements forr such a testbeed and
sshow how theyy are addresseed by the VMC
C-TB architectture
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Figure 2 VMC-TB Architecture
to proceed to the next step. Also complete manual items can
Integration of the experiment status (set parameters,
be included as a checklist. After the experiment the
conditions, conducted questionnaires) assures a smooth
AnalyzerTool (AT) assists in analyzing media and logs. The
experiment progress.
conversation is utterance segmented with help of the
R7. Optional: Integration capabilities for activities.
Adintool2. Details of the turn-taking [3] of each participant
This allows for easy synchronization with the data
can be exported for further statistical processing. AT allows
processing during the analysis. Necessary in some activities
synchronized playback of the media, viewing the turns and
(e.g. synchronized media sharing).
manual annotation.
R8. Optional: Questionnaires for subjective assessment.
IV.
DISCUSSION
Allows making the questionnaires an integral part of the
The VMC-TB has enabled us to successfully investigate the
experiment and reduces idle waiting times during the
effect of delay on semi-structured group discussion with 5
experiment.
participants. We used a decision making task, similar to the
III. VIDEO-MEDIATED COMMUNICATION-TESTBED
survival scenario [1] and assigned one of the participants to
be the moderator. First we conducted a study with 39
An overview of the VMC-TB components can be seen in
participants, setting symmetric conditions for all
Figure 2. The media processing is implemented via
participants. The integration of the task allowed us to reveal
GStreamer1. We detailed the pipeline in [2] showing how
how the preexisting knowledge about the task was highly
the manipulation and control over each system parameter
correlated to the objective performance while the delay had
can be achieved (R1&R2). VMC-TB uses a peer-to-peer
little influence. The perceived performance assessed with
infrastructure which allows for a fine level of control of
questionnaire, was highly correlated with the delay. The
asymmetric conditions (R3). We employed a command
qualitative analysis of the feedback and session showed how
pattern for communication between components. The
the communication broke down with high delays and
commands are tailored for logging, experiment scripting and
revealed that most groups developed mechanisms to cope
easy GUI integration. The logs and recorded media streams
with the delay.
enable us to analyze the session from each participants
The testbed is a first step towards our final goal: detailing
perspective (R4). This can reveal for example why a
the effect from different factors (QoS, context, roles) on the
simultaneous start [3] is not noticed by every involved
individual and overall QoE in video-mediated group
participant. The ObserverControl (OC) is an extended
communication.
VCMC which is normally only a hidden spectator in the
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